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One of the early and effective approaches to G-coupled protein receptor target family library design was
the analysis of a set of ligands for frequently occurring chemical moieties or substructures. Various methods
ranging from frameworks analysis to pharmacophores have been employed to find these so-called target-
family-privileged substructures. Although the use of these substructures is common practice in combinatorial
library design and has produced leads,1 the methods used for finding them rarely verified their selectivity
for the particular target family from which they were derived. The frequency of occurrence among ligands
associated with a target receptor family is not a sufficient criterion for those substructures to receive the
label of target-family-privileged substructure. This study explores the question of selectivity of ClassPharmer2

generated fragments for a series of target families: GPCRs, nuclear hormone receptors, serine proteases,
protein kinases, and ligand-gated ion channels. In addition, a GPCR focused library and a random set of
10k compounds are examined in terms of their target-family-privileged-substructure composition. The results
challenge the combinatorial chemistry concept of target-family-privileged substructures and suggest that
many of these fragments may simply be drug-like or attractive for various receptors in accordance with the
original definition of privileged substructures.3,4

Introduction

The original concept of privileged substructures was put forth
by Evans3 and more recently reviewed by Patchett.4 They
described privileged substructures as those found in ligands
across a set of diverse receptors. Further elaboration of the
privileged substructure was postulated to lead to selectivity
toward a specific target receptor. Although Evans and Patchett
evolved this concept within a relatively narrow class of GPCR
ligands, subsequent literature methods for finding privileged
substructures and common practice in combinatorial chemistry
library design not only expanded on their original analysis but
also modified the definition of privileged structure to that of
commonly occurring fragments within ligands associated with
a target-receptor family. Various methods have been employed
to find these so-called target-family-privileged substructures that
are postulated to be selective for a given target family but
promiscuous within that same family of targets. The majority
of the commonly used methods are ligand-based and include
frameworks analysis,5 4-pt pharmacophores,6 and ClassPharmer
substructure class generation.7,8 These fragments have been used
in target family combinatorial library design,1,9,10 for virtual
screening,11 and for focused screening deck design.12

Clearly, the term privileged substructure has taken on a
meaning beyond Evans’ original intent. It has become identified
with those substructures found to be promiscuous within a given
target family and carries the implication that these substructures
are specific to that target family. The motivation to identify
such substructures is derived from the need to avoid off-target
affinities early in the discovery process and thereby avoid
complications as promising compounds are developed into
drugs. If these substructures can be identified, they potentially
provide cleaner starting points than the more promiscuous
structures do. The question arises then as to how target family

privileged these fragments are. Are we deceiving ourselves in
the belief that they are truly selective for the target families
from which they are derived? In an era when determining off-
target liabilities for potential drugs as early as possible is an
important element of drug discovery, this is an important
question.

Typically these target-family-privileged structure analyses
have attempted to find minimal ligand substructures that have
frequent occurrences within the target family. However, this
can very easily lead one away from truly privileged substructures
and toward those that are merely drug-like and/or promiscuous
protein binders. Consider the comparison of the often cited5-8

GPCR privileged substructure, biphenyl, and its analogue
2-tetrazolobiphenyl. A substructure search of the 2004 version
of MDDR finds that 2-tetrazolobiphenyl appears in 1046
compounds, all of which fall into the activity classes related to
the Angiotensin II receptors. The biphenyl substructure is found
in 5658 compounds spanning 311 activity classes that include
a significant number of GPCRs and also a host of other targets.
Although biphenyl may be classified as privileged because of
its frequent appearance in GPCRs, it is clear that true privilege
does not arise until the tetrazole moiety is included. Biphenyl
itself is likely only to be a privileged protein binding element.

Although some of the literature studies involving target-
family-privileged substructures compare the fragment-occur-
rence frequency of GPCR privileged substructures with non-
GPCRs as a whole among known drugs,13 little analysis has
been done on the selectivity of these substructures with respect
to other target families.7,8 In part, this has been due to the
difficulty of collecting or extracting the target family ligand
sets from commercial drug databases and corporate collections.
Recently however, the publication of an ontology of pharma-
ceutical ligands by Schuffenhauer et al.14 removed this roadblock
by mapping MDDR activities to published target ontologies.
Additionally, the need for target-family knowledge databases
to drive target-family-based library design has resulted in a
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number of commercial target family databases from companies,
such as Aureus,15 Jubilant,16 Sertanty,17 and Biowisdom.18

This study examined ligand sets from five target families:
G-coupled protein receptors (GPCRs), nuclear hormone recep-
tors (NHRs), serine proteases, protein kinases, and ligand-gated
ion channels. Substructure analysis was performed using
ClassPharmer2 to generate potential privileged substructures for
each target family, and then the occurrence of these substructures
within each of the other target-family-ligand sets was examined.
In addition, a GPCR focused library and a random set of 10k
compounds were examined in terms of their target-family-
privileged substructure composition. Intra-target family selectiv-
ity was also examined qualitatively.

Methods

Ligand Sets.The sets of target-family ligands were extracted
from MDDR version 2003.119 through a web-based implemen-
tation of the target family ontology proposed by Schuffenhauer.14

A relational data model was constructed, and the tables provided
in the Schuffenhauer reference were loaded into an Oracle
database. Additionally, a table that mapped the MDDR activity
to the MDDR compound identifier was included in the data
model. The MDDR structures were stored in a proprietary
formatted database indexed on the MDDR compound identifier.
This permits rapid retrieval and display of structures in a web
browser. A single SQL statement can select all of the structures
associated with a node and its child nodes in the ontology. The
web interface provides the user with the ability to browse the
target family ontology as a hierarchical tree and to display
MDDR structures by selection of a node in the ontology.

Because the most commonly examined GPCR-ligand set is
Class A, this subset was used for the analysis. A set of 21 620
ligands was extracted and consisted of 9329 biogenic amines,
7620 peptide binding class A, and 4499 other Class A GPCRs.
For nuclear hormone receptors, 2176 ligands were extracted.
These consisted of both thyroid and estrogenic receptor ligands.
The various ligand-gated ion-channel ligands including glutamate
cationic and nicotinoid receptor ligands were combined into a
set of 3792 compounds. For serine proteases, 3015 ligands for
the 8 receptors chymotrypsin, complement inhibitor, elastase,
factor Xa, trypsin, factor VIIa, and tryptase were extracted.
Similarly, a set of 1079 protein kinase inhibitors was extracted.
The structures were stored in 2D MDL sd files20 as input for
ClassPharmer.

The test sets of ligands consisted of an∼10k GPCR focused
library and an∼10k set of random compounds. The library,
R1-core-R2, was loosely designed using privileged substructures
derived from the 1999 version of MDDR using frameworks/
maximal common substructure analysis. From that analysis, a
set of 15 general Markush SLNs represented 90% of the 1999
Class A GPCR set.7,8 Reagents (nucleophiles, such as amines
and phenols for R1 and R2, respectively) were selected from
ACD,21 and those with undesirable functional groups (side
reactivity, etc.) were filtered out. Using the SLNs, each reagent
list was sorted into GPCR-like, nonGPCR-like, and nonGPCR-
like but interesting sets. The last set consisted of reagents that
provided small R groups such as halogens, small alkyls, etc.
Additionally, molecular weight (MW) (<250) and ClogP6

(<3.5) cutoffs were used on the reagent lists. All filtering and
sorting was done using the Selector module of SYBYL6.7.22

The GPCR-like and nonGPCR-like but interesting lists were
further reduced manually on the basis of availability and
reactivity considerations. CombiLibMaker23 was used to gener-
ate a library, whose members had molecular weights less than

800. SYBYL Selector was used to further filter the library using
a ClogP cutoff (<5) and an MW cutoff<500. The enumerated
library was output as SMILES. DiverseSolutions24 cell-based
selection was performed from the chemistry space automatically
defined by the program from 3D hydrogen-suppressed BCUT
descriptors for the filtered enumerated virtual library. The
selected virtual products were used to suggest the diverse reagent
sets for the library. These reagent lists were modified slightly
on the basis of experimentally determined reactivity during
reaction trials, that is, some reagents selected computationally
were deleted from the set, and a few reagents containing
substructures believed specific for a particular GPCR target were
also included by the synthetic chemist. The ultimate dimensions
of the library design were 4 cores, 64 R1’s and 45 R2’s. Only
compounds that were actually synthesized, isolated, and char-
acterized were used for the analysis. These were obtained from
the corporate database in 2D sd format for the analysis.

The 10k random set was extracted from the corporate
collection as SMILES using Daylight25 software and converted
to 2D sd format using SYBYL UNITY dbtranslate.26

Substructure Generation.ClassPharmer 3.02 was used for
the analysis. This software tool uses graph-based analysis to
derive keys that capture substructure common features in the
ligand training set. The resultant classes or clusters of com-
pounds represented by common substructures can be further
analyzed using the R-table generation module and through the
importation of activity/selectivity data as property attributes of
the classes. The substructures, which are displayed by the viewer
module with attached R-group attachment positions indicated,
potentially provide a rich source of scaffolds for combinatorial
library elaboration, or in the case of this analysis are the putative
privileged substructures. Because a redundancy setting controls
the number of classes in which a compound may appear, ligands
can be broken into a variety of substructure fragments that may
not be identified with methods that allow a compound to be
assigned only to one cluster. Additionally, compounds that are
singletons appear as separate classes. Because test lists of
compounds may be filtered through the classes, retention of
singletons is an important feature for subsequent virtual screen-
ing of compound sets or libraries.

For this analysis, the default settings for homogeneity
(medium) and redundancy (medium) were used. Homogeneity
controls the size of the substructures generated by adjusting bond
topology equivalency, and redundancy controls the frequency
with which a compound will appear in multiple classes, that is,
be represented by multiple fragments. The choices for both of
these parameters are high, medium, and low. For ease in
viewing, the resultant substructures and R-tables were generated.
The default structure view without R-table generation is the
smallest compound in the class with the parent substructure
highlighted. No attempt was made to merge classes into
supersets because this feature was not yet available.

Target Family Comparisons.ClassPharmer 3.0 classes (or
putative privileged substructures) were generated for each target
family. Then each target-family-ligand set was filtered through
each of the other target family classification sets to find out
which classes were occupied and what percentage of each ligand
set fit each target family class set. In addition, the GPCR library
and the random set were filtered through each classification.

Intra-Target Family Selectivity. Serine protease and class
A GPCR classifications were also utilized for a proof of
principle for target selectivity analysis. The eight receptors for
the serine proteases were assigned a number from 1 to 8 and
imported as an attribute for each compound into ClassPharmer.
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The visualization as a distribution histogram for the compounds
of each class allowed a crude gauge of the specificity of the
classes with regard to serine protease targets. For GPCRs, the
ligand set was split into biogenic amines, peptide-binding-protein
ligands, and other class A GPCRs. Again, for crude visualization
purposes, the biogenic amine target keys were assigned numbers
from 1 to 42 and then grouped according to the ontology with
the groups assigned numbers from 1 to 15. Similarly, for peptide
binding proteins, 41 target keys were numbered and grouped
by ontology into 18 supersets to examine their selectivity.

Results and Discussion

Target Family Classes and Filtering. The numbers of
classes and compounds per class found for each target family
and the class occupancy by other target-family ligands are

summarized in Tables 1-5. Because ClassPharmer normalizes
input structures, compounds that contain metals, silicon, salts,
and improper valences, or have other structural errors were
excluded. Additionally the program is not intended for peptide
analysis. As a result of these exclusions, some compounds in
the ligand sets were not processed. The percentage of each
ligand set found in every other target family classification is
summarized in Table 6.

An examination of the results for the GPCR set of substruc-
ture classes revealed that significant percentages of the other
target-family-ligand sets could be represented by GPCR sub-
structures: 59% of ligand-gated ion-channel ligands, 30% of
nuclear hormone-receptor ligands, 62% of protein-kinase ligands,
and 29% of serine-protease ligands. Because GPCRs dominate
among the pharmaceutical industry drug targets,27 it was no

Table 1. Results of Filtering the Other Target Families through the G-Coupled-Protein-Receptor Class A Substructure Classes: Total Compounds for
Each Family that Matched Any Substructure

GPCR class A results 1190 classes 43 singletons

ontology target family total cpds not processed selected failed

GPCRs class A 21 620 354 21 266 not applicable
biogenic amines 9329
peptide binding class A 7620
other class A 4499

ion channels 3792 21 2236 1535 59%
nuclear hormone receptors 2176 34 648 1494 30%
protein kinases 1079 2 668 409 62%
serine proteases 3015 76 883 2056 29%
GPCR library 10 046 97 9809 140 98%
random set 9911 64 4439 5408 45%

Table 2. Results of Filtering the Other Target Families through the Nuclear Hormone-Receptor Substructure Classes: Total Compounds for Each
Family that Matched Any Substructure

nuclear hormone-receptor results 121 classes 19 singletons

ontology target family total cpds
not

processed selected failed

nuclear hormone receptors 2176 34 2142 not applicable
GPCRs Class A 21 620 354 2967 18 299 14%
ion channels 3792 21 448 3283 12%
protein kinases 1079 2 116 961 11%
serine proteases 3015 76 234 2705 8%
GPCR library 10 046 97 2230 7719 22%
random set 9911 64 1291 8556 13%

Table 3. Results of Filtering the Other Target Families through Ligand-Gated Ion Channel Substructure Classes: Total Compounds for Each Family
that Matched Any Substructure

ion Channels 297 classes 12 singletons

ontology target family total cpds
not

processed selected failed

ion channels 3792 21 3771 not applicable
glutamate type 2039
nicotinate type 1732

nuclear hormone receptors 2176 34 364 1778 17%
GPCRs Class A 21 620 354 5619 15 647 26%
protein kinases 1079 2 309 768 29%
serine proteases 3015 76 239 2700 8%
GPCR library 10 046 97 7069 2880 70%
random set 9911 64 2394 7453 24%

Table 4. Results of Filtering the Other Target Families through the Protein Kinase Substructure Classes: Total Compounds for Each Family that
Matched Any Substructure

protein kinases 101 classes 23 singletons

ontology target family total cpds
not

processed selected failed

protein kinases 1079 2 1077 not applicable
ion channels 3792 21 566 3205 15%

nuclear hormone receptors 2176 34 92 2050 4%
GPCRs Class A 21 620 354 2026 19 240 9%
serine proteases 3015 76 121 2818 4%
GPCR library 10 046 97 2295 7654 23%
random set 9911 64 1324 8523 13%
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surprise that 45% of a random set of compounds drawn from a
corporate database would fit GPCR substructures. What was
somewhat perplexing, if one believes in the concept of target-
family-privileged substructures, was the high percentages for
the kinases and ion channels. The overlap between the GPCR
and ion channels may be rationalized by the similarity in the
overall topology of the two target classes. Both proteins form
helical bundles within a membrane, and their ligand binding
sites are largely aromatic/hydrophobic cavities within this
bundle.28,29Underscoring the crossover between the two classes,
it is often observed in the course of drug discovery that GPCR
ligands are also potent hERG and sodium channel blockers.28

In the case of kinases, a possible partial explanation is that a
number of GPCR targets also have ATP binding sites. However,
the percentages for the nuclear hormone-receptor-ligand set and
the serine-protease-ligand set were also greater than that
expected if substructures were privileged.

Similar observations may apply for the other target families.
For the ligand-gated ion channels, 26% of GPCRs, 17% of
nuclear hormone receptors, 29% of protein kinases, and 8% of
serine proteases matched the substructure classes. For this
family, 24% of the random set matched the substructures. This
suggested that the GPCR and kinase percentages were signifi-
cantly high. For nuclear hormone receptors, 9% of GPCRs, 12%
of ligand-gated ion channels, 11% of protein kinases, and 8%
of serine proteases matched the substructure classes. Only 13%
of the random set matched these substructure classes. For protein
kinases, 9% of GPCRs, 15% of ligand-gated ion channels, 4%
of nuclear hormone receptors, and 4% of serine proteases
matched the substructure classes. Again 13% of the random set

matched these substructure classes. Interestingly, the percentage
of nuclear hormone-receptor ligands may have been significant.
For serine proteases, 17% of the GPCRs, 6% of the ligand-
gated ion channels, 9% of the nuclear hormone receptors, and
9% of the protein kinases matched the substructure classes. In
this case, 17% of the random compounds matched the sub-
structure set. The percentage of GPCRs was regarded to be high
for this set.

Numbers of ligands alone are an insufficient measure of
selectivity/nonselectivity, particularly in view of the inequity
in the sample size of the GPCR ligands relative to the other
target family sets. It is also true that the random set used for
comparison was not truly random but was, in part, dependent
on the historic target focus of the corporate database from which
it was selected. Therefore, in addition to examining the total
number of compounds from other target families that occupied
each set of classes, the number of classes or substructures per
family occupied by other families was also tabulated and appears
in Table 7. The first observation from this table was that
singletons were rarely filled by alternate target-family ligands.
Because these tended to be target-specific structures with no
analogues in the database, this is not surprising, and these
singleton substructures can be omitted from consideration as
privileged substructures.

Table 8 analyzes these data by the percentage of occupied
classes. As can be seen from the Table, the GPCR ligand set
occupied 40 to 48% of the substructure classes generated by
all but the serine-protease target family for which it occupied
only 25%. The ion-channel ligand set occupied 26 to 34% of
the classes generated by all but that by the serine-protease target

Table 5. Results of Filtering the Other Target Families through the Serine-Protease Substructure Classes: Total Compounds for Each Family that
Matched Any Substructure

serine proteases 323 classes 74 singletons

ontology target family total cpds
not

processed selected failed

serine proteases 3015 76 2939 not applicable
protein kinases 1079 2 96 981 9%
ion channels 3792 21 234 3537 6%

nuclear hormone receptors 2176 34 204 1938 9%
GPCRs Class A 21 620 354 3679 17 587 17%
GPCR library 10 046 97 5081 4848 48%
random set 9911 64 1718 8129 17%

Table 6. Percentages of Target-Family-Ligand Sets that Occurred in Other Family Substructure Classesa

compound sets

target family set GPCRs ion channel NHRs
protein
kinases

serine
proteases

GPCR
library random

GPCRs 59% 30% 62% 29% 98% 45%
ion channel 26% 17% 29% 8% 70% 24%
NHRs 14% 12% 11% 8% 22% 13%
protein kinases 9% 4% 15% 4% 23% 13%
serine proteases 17% 6% 9% 9% 48% 17%

a Columns correspond to compound sets. Rows correspond to target family substructure class sets.

Table 7. Number of Substructure Classes Found for Each Target Family and the Number Occupied by Other Target-Family-Ligand Setsa

compound set

target family set GPCRs ion channel NHRs
protein
kinases

serine
proteases

GPCR
library random

GPCRs 1190/S43 307 116 130 202 67 549
ion channel 140 297/S12 44 55 274 19 295/1S
NHRs 48/1S 36 121/S19 20 18 3 55
protein kinases 48/1S 34 16 101/S23 20 3 58/1S
serine proteases 82 34 24 293 323/S74 8 118

a Columns correspond to compound sets. Rows correspond to the target family from which the substructure classes were generated. The diagonal corresponds
to the number of classes and singletons (S) found for a given target family for its own ligand set.
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family for which it occupied only 11%. The nuclear hormone-
receptor ligand set seemed to contain the fewest out of the family
substructures with occupied structure classes ranging from 7 to
16%. Interestingly, the kinase ligand set occupied 91% of the
serine-protease substructure classes, whereas the serine-protease
ligands occupied only 20% of the kinase substructure classes.

Similarly, the serine protease compound set filled 92% of the
target gated ion channel substructure classes while the ion
channel compounds filled only 11% of the serine protease
substructure classes. When these percentage occupancies are
compared with those from the 10k random compound set, it
becomes apparent that the higher percentages are an indication
of nonprivileged substructure classes. Although there are hints
that some target-family-privileged substructures may in fact exist
in these sets, it is clear that many of the substructures found
are likely to have the potential to be promiscuous across target
families.

Digging deeper into the analysis, it is informative to look at
specific substructures from a target family and determine how
many compounds from other target families also had the same
structure. Substructures for which the other target-family
occupancies are high cannot be considered to be target-family-
privileged. Some examples of GPCR fragments and their
nonGPCR occupancies are shown in Chart 1. As discussed
above, the biphenyl substructure (compound 1) is found quite

Table 8. Percentages of Substructure Classes (Singletons Excluded)
Occupied by Each Target Familya

compound sets

target
family set GPCRs

ion
channel NHRs

protein
kinases

serine
proteases random

GPCRs na 26 10 11 17 46
ion

channel
47 na 15 19 92 99

NHRs 40 30 na 17 15 45
protein

kinases
48 34 16 na 20 57

serine
proteases

25 11 7 91 na 37

a Columns correspond to compound sets. Rows correspond to target
family substructure class sets; na: not applicable.

Table 9. MDDR GPCR Activity Key Codes Associated with Chart 3

MDDR activity key
biogenic amine

group key
biogenic

amine key MDDR activity key
biogenic amine

group key
biogenic

amine key

5_HT1A_agonist 1 1 adrenergic_beta1_agonist 7 22
5_HT1A_antagonist 2 2 adrenergic_beta_agonist 8 23
5_HT1B_agonist 3 3 adrenergic_beta_blocker 9 24
5_HT1C_agonist 4 4 adrenoceptor_(beta3)_agonist 1 25
5_HT1D_agonist 5 5 adrenoceptor_alpha1_agonist 2 26
5_HT1D_antagonist 6 6 adrenoceptor_alpha2_antagonist 3 27
5_HT1F_agonist 7 7 anticholinergic 1 28
5_HT1_agonist 8 8 anticholinergic_ophthalmic 2 29
5_HT2A_antagonist 9 9 antihistaminic 1 30
5_HT2B_antagonist 10 10 antimuscarinic 1 31
5_HT2C_antagonist 11 11 dopamine_(D1)_agonist 1 32
5_HT2_antagonist 12 12 dopamine_(D1)_antagonist 2 33
5_HT4_agonist 13 13 dopamine_(D2)_agonist 3 34
5_HT4_antagonist 14 14 dopamine_(D2)_antagonist 4 35
5_HT_antagonist 15 15 dopamine_(D3)_antagonist 5 36
adrenergic_ophthalmic 1 16 dopamine_(D4)_antagonist 6 37
adrenergic_alpha1_blocker 2 17 dopamine_agonist 7 38
adrenergic_alpha2_agonist 3 18 H2_antagonist 1 39
adrenergic_alpha2_blocker 4 19 muscarinic_(M1)_agonist 1 40
adrenergic_alpha_blocker 5 20 muscarinic_(M2)_Antagonist 2 41
adrenergic_beta1blocker 6 21 muscarinic_M3_antagonist 3 42

peptide
binding

group key

peptide
binding key

peptide binding
group key

peptide
binding key

anaphylatoxin_receptor_antagonist 1 1 IL-8_inhibitor 9 22
angiotensin_IIblocker 2 2 neurokinin_agonist 10 23
angiotensin_II_AT1_antagonist 2 3 neurokinin_antagonist 10 24
angiotensin_II_AT2_antagonist 2 4 neurokinin_NK2_antagonist 10 25
bombesin_antagonist 3 5 Rneurokinin_NK3_antagonist 10 26
bradykinin_antagonist 4 6 neuropeptide_Y_antagonist 11 27
bradykinin_BK1_antagonist 4 7 neurotensin_receptor_antagonist 12 28
bradykinin_BK2_antagonist 4 8 opioid_agonist 12 29
CCK_A_agonist 5 9 opioid_mixed_agonistnantagonist 13 30
CCK_A_antagonist 5 10 oxytocin 14 31
CCK_agonist 5 11 oxytocin_antagonist 14 32
CCK_antagonist 5 12 somatostatin_analog 15 33
CCK_B_agonist 5 13 somatostatin_antagonist 15 34
CCK_B_antagonist 5 14 substance_P_antagonist 16 35
endothelin_agonist 6 15 vasopressin_antagonist 17 36
endothelin_antagonist 6 16 vasopressin_V1_antagonist 17 37
endothelin_ETA_antagonist 6 17 vasopressin_V2_antagonist 17 38
endothelin_ETB_antagonist 6 18 delta_agonist 18 39
galanin_antagonist 7 19 kappa_agonist 18 40
gastrin-releasing_peptide_antagonist 8 20 mu_agonist 18 41
gastrin_antagonist 8 21

other GPCR
group key

other GPCR
key

other GPCR
group key

other GPCR
key

adenosine_(A1)_agonist 5 1 LHRH_antagonist 2 11
adenosine_(A1)_antagonist 5 2 melatonin_agonist 4 12
adenosine_(A2)_agonist 5 3 melatonin_antagonist 4 13
adenosine_(A2)_antagonist 5 4 P2T_purinoreceptor_pntagonist 5 14
adenosine_A3_antagonist 5 5 PAF_analog 6 15
cannabinoid_agonist 1 6 PAF_antagonist 6 16
FSH 3 7 PGE2_antagonist 7 17
GHR_promoting_agent 8 8 prostaglandin 7 18
gonadotropin 3 9 TRH_analog 8 19
LHRH_agonist 2 10 thromboxane_antagonist 7 20
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frequently in the GPCR ligands. However, it is not exclusive
to the GPCRs, for it is quite common to the other target classes.
Further inspection of the data in Chart 1 reveals that those
substructures defined as privileged on the basis of their
frequency within the GPCR target class are in fact common
elements of the kinase, protease, ion channel, and NHR ligands.
One must consider substructures with somewhat more func-
tionality before privilege is observed as shown in the serine
protease examples discussed below.

Intra-Target Family Selectivity. Some sample results from
the serine protease analysis are visualized in Chart 2. For clarity,
the eight targets or activity keys were numbered: 1. Chymo-
trypsin_inhibitor, 2. complement_inhibitor, 3. elastase_inhibitor,

4. factor_VIIa_inhibitor, 5. factor_Xa_inhibitor, 6. thrombin-
_inhibitor, 7. trypsin_inhibitor, and 8. tryptase_inhibitor. In the
examples shown, ClassPharmer class (or substructure) 89, a
phenyl benzyl ether, is found to be nonselective across the
targets. It is also found in GPCR literature as a privileged
substructure.6 Similarly, class 12 biphenyl is nonselective and
also a literature-GPCR-privileged substructure.6 In fact, this
substructure was found experimentally to bind to a wide range
of proteins.30 In contrast, ClassPharmer classes 16 and 162 are
selective for factor Xa. In fact, if R1) O in structure 162, then
the resulting keto does indeed yield one of the classic warheads31

for the P1 pocket and may be considered a privileged substruc-
ture. Similarly, for class 16, if R2) acyl, then this somewhat

Chart 1. Examples of Substructures Generated from the Class A G-coupled Protein Receptor Ligand Set and Their Occurances in
Other Target Familiesa

a Attachment points are indicated by R groups. In the rings, variations are indicated by a-b connection points for X groups.
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more functionalized structure may in fact be a privileged
substructure. Class 2 is not selective for a single target but is
selective for both factor targets. Because these targets have very
high homology,32 this is not surprising. Class 25 appears
selective for factor Xa and thrombin. Whether this selectivity
is real or an artifact of target-family-based design is unclear.
Rational design has been extensively employed for this target
family because numerous X-ray crystal structures are available.33

Where they are not, homology modeling of the target is a
reasonable design method, as is the modification of known
serine-protease-ligand chemotypes for selectivity for the desired
target.

The examples from the GPCR analysis are visualized in Chart
3. The classes found ranged from selective (a few keys hit) to
nonselective (a wide range of keys hit). The ligands were divided
according to target ontology into biogenic amines, peptide
binding groups, and others for this analysis. There were 42
activity keys found in MDDR for biogenic amines (bioamine
key) and 41 activity keys for peptide-binding (pepbindkey)
subfamilies, respectively. To simplify the charts, these keys were
grouped according to ontology into sets resulting in 15 super-
keys for the biogenic amines and 18 superkeys for the peptide-
binding family. In the examples shown, the ligand classes
associated with the peptide-binding protein targets appeared
more selective than those of the biogenic amines. This can be
rationalized by the differing regions that give rise to ligand
affinity within the GPCRs. The biogenic amines derive their
binding affinity from specific interactions between conserved

residues within the trans-membrane bundle and functionality
on the small ligands.29 However, in the peptide-binding family,
very little binding affinity can be ascribed to interactions
between residues within the bundle and the much larger
endogenous peptide ligands.29 Instead, a majority of the binding
affinity arises from a large number of interactions between the
loops and the residues on the surface of the peptide. Although
there are specific interactions between the termini of the ligand
and residues within the bundle, they do not generally contribute
to affinity. Instead, they are critical for the activation of the
receptor and would be predicted to be specific for a given
receptor family. The small-molecule ligands that have been
discovered for the peptide-binding GPCRs bind within this
variable trans-membrane region and tend to be more selective
toward a particular family.

GPCR Library Selectivity. Roughly 98% of library A
compounds fell into structure classes defined by MDDR class
A GPCRs compared to 45% of the random compound set
selected from the corporate database. Sixty-seven GPCR
substructure classes were represented but four classes were
found in 99% of the library compounds. Because the library
was designed using frameworks-analysis-derived privileged
substructures to filter/bias the reagent sets defining the R groups,
these results are unsurprising if the synthetic chemist used the
reagents specified as GPCR-like in the actual synthesis. The
four substructure classes that represented most of the library
contained phenyl rings; again an unsurprising result for a
synthesis that used reagents such as anilines and phenols.

Chart 2. Serine-Protease-Substructure Selectivity Examplesa

a The activity keys are: 1.chymotrypsin_inhibitor, 2. complement_inhibitor, 3. elastase_inhibitor, 4. factor_VIIa_inhibitor, 5. factor_Xa_inhibitor, 6.
thrombin_inhibitor, 7. trypsin_inhibitor, and 8. tryptase_inhibitor
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However, as can be seen in Tables 2-6, significant percentages
of the library also fell into structure classes defined by other
MDDR target families. For ligand-gated ion channels, 70% of
the compounds(vs 24% of the random) matched substructure
classes. An examination of the nineteen substructures involved
revealed that this high percentage, compared to the GPCR
dataset, was due to the incorporation of part of the proprietary
core in some of the substructures. For NHRs, 22% of the library
compounds versus 13% of the random compounds were found.
This percentage is higher than that for any of the target families
filtered through this set of substructures and was represented
by only three substructures. Again, an examination of the
substructures revealed that two were similar to those found for
the ion channels and were a result of the proprietary core.
Correspondingly, 23% of the compounds versus 13% of the
random compounds were found to match the protein-kinase
substructures, and 48 versus 17% of the random compounds
matched the serine-protease substructures. The protein kinases
were represented by three substructures, and the serine proteases
covered eight substructures. In all cases, the percentage of
compounds matching target-family substructures was both
higher than that of random compounds and higher than that of
any other target family. Clearly, the substructures represented
in the library were not truly G-coupled-protein-receptor selec-
tive, although they were found to be GPCR-privileged structures

by a standard methodology. This was due to both the proprietary
core and the promiscuity of the GPCR-privileged structure
containing reagents actually used for the library. Most of the
GPCR substructures with significant library populations had a
wide range of associated MDDR activity keys, and the library
was found to hit numerous HTS screens (unpublished results).
Although the library may have been useful for general screening
and did tend to yield actives for GPCR targets, it did not meet
the intended design criteria of a GPCR-focused library.

Conclusions

It is clear from this analysis that care must be taken to validate
the selectivity of a potential target-family-privileged substructure
across target families. Generating maximal common substruc-
tures and tabulating intra-target family occurrences within a drug
database is insufficient. So-called target-family-privileged sub-
structures may occur with high frequency among the ligands
of a particular target family but may not in reality be selective
for that family.

Substructures that are not selective for a particular target
family pose potential risks for off-target liabilities outside the
desired target family. On the positive side, this lack of selectivity
may be an asset in combinatorial library design if the resultant
libraries are screened against a wide variety of targets in search

Chart 3. G-Coupled-Protein-Receptor-Substructure Selectivity Examplesa

a Classes found range from selective (a few keys hit) to nonselective (a wide range of keys hit). The ligands were divided according to target ontology
into biogenic amines, peptide-binding groups, and others for this analysis. There were 42 activity keys found in MMDR for biogenic amines and 41 activity
keys for peptide-binding subfamilies, respectively. To simplify the histograms, these keys were merged according to ontology into sets resulting in 15 group
keys for the biogenic amines and 18 group keys for the peptide-binding family. See Table 9 for details on the keys.
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of leads and if selectivity may be introduced by appropriate
R-group elaboration.

Obviously, certain chemical fragments occur with high
frequency in commercial drug databases, and they provide a
useful tool for designing drug-like compounds. Why they occur
in such high frequencies is clearly a topic for debate. It is entirely
possible that their frequency is, at least in part, merely an artifact
of the fragments found in commonly available commercial
reagent sets. The observed frequencies may also derive from
analogue design methods such as those of Topliss34 or Hansch
and Free-Wilson35 that medicinal chemists use for the follow-
up of structure-activity relationships and the available synthetic
reactions for core and/or substituent variation. Analyses of these
possibilities are beyond the scope of this work but provide areas
for further study.

The significance of putative target-family-privileged sub-
structures should be examined with regard to the actual receptors
where possible. Unfortunately, correlation of the promiscuity
and selectivity of these fragments to specific interactions within
the GPCRs has been hindered by a lack of the crystal structures
of integral membrane proteins. However, the crystal structure
of bovine rhodopsin36 has provided a template from which the
homology models of class A GPCRs can be built. One article
has appeared that deduces the conserved set of mostly aromatic
amino acids within the 5HT6, MC4, GHS, and AG2 receptors
and relates them to the binding of a small set of GPCR-
privileged structures.37 This analysis will likely be expanded to
include many more receptors soon.

It has been well established within several enzyme classes
that privilege can exist through warheads that participate in
specific interactions within the protein or ions and cofactors
such as the hydroxamates in MMPs38 and the benzamidine for
serine proteases.39 However, our results demonstrate that these
fragments are indeed rare and may be difficult to identify
utilizing techniques that merely analyze fragment frequency.
In general, the high frequency fragments tend to be fairly rigid
substructures and are often aromatic. This makes sense when
one considers the nature of drug receptors. Hydrophobic pockets
are commonplace, andπ-stacking with phenylalanines and
tyrosines is commonly observed. Many so-called privileged
substructures from target-family-ligand-fragment analysis might
be better described as drug-like or receptor privileged rather
than target-family-privileged substructures.

In conclusion, our analysis of target family ligands in MDDR
supports the original definition of privileged substructures by
Evans3 and as reviewed by Patchett4 but contradicts the common
assumption that privileged substructures are target-family selec-
tive.
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